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A girl adrift junk map

And Girl Adrift is a new mobile Idle/Clicker game similar to AbyssRium. I've been playing it a lot lately and this is where I started the guide. Parts with spoilers will be recorded with a bold warning just below the section title. Keep on keep hinting that you can help support my writing and tutorials about Patreon! As always feel free to ask questions or provide information in the
comments below and I will get to you as soon as I am able.InfoTitle: Girl's release date: 2017-07? Platforms: iOS, Android Developer: Team Tapas Artist: Prenberry Genre: Consistent with idle Game/Clicker Price: Free play with ads &amp; in app purchases. IAPs disable ads. Gambling Element (Gachapon/Loot Boxes): NoUpdatesGuide Updates Girl Adrift Games Updates2017-
11-15: Cat Cafe Event!2017-10-26: Halloween Event!2017-09-30: Cherry Blossom at Railway Event (Event Pre)Gameplay &amp; FAQA Girl Adrift is very one of those easy to play, difficult to master games, although not in the way that phrase is usually advertised. Most of the time you just go around in the game and patting a lot to catch fish. There's an almost irresistible number
of gameplay modifiers on top of that, but none of them mind too much. Generally gameplay elements just add a percentage boosts to the top of the basic find fish, taps, do quest, repeat loop, so don't worry about not using them perfectly optimally. You want to make the most of all the different features, but using ok is no different from using them perfectly, so don't sweat too much.
It's important to say that unlike most unassaided games, A Girl Adrift doesn't do much in the background at all. Timers all work while the game is open, and as such there is no inordinately long, wait 24 hours of timer for joint actions. Of course, there are also the usual mobile daily sign-up rewards that run out in real time, but mostly it's a game you play as fast as you're trying to
play it, not as fast as it lets you. Quick tipsIiI game may seem irresistible, but remember that almost any possible upgrade is additive. No matter how you upgrade, you'll improve your overall progression speed, so feel free to spend as you please without worrying too much about what's best. Of course, this guide will also help you determine what is best, or at least what works. The
translation is a little bad; mostly understandable, enough to be confusing. When in doubt, this guide will explain some of the confusing elements more thoroughly. For example, relief items (what?) are small stocks that you see floating through parachutes. Fishing fishing is the primary action in A Girl Adrift; Once the fish is hooked, tap and tap, and you aim to deplete the HP meter
of fish before the timeline comes left. You can tell if you're going to win or not based on which meter is exhausted faster in most cases. Fish difficulties are indicated by the colour of the HP fish bar (unfortunately, I do not believe that there is indicator, but you can fairly easily tell when your fish is too heavy because HP will exhaust itself more slowly than the timer.) Purple fish are
extremely difficult in your current progress, and if the fish health bar is red, it is practically impossible, so go somewhere and level the fish. Boss fish are a particularly heavy fish that you have to defeat to raise your Rang.ComboUnlocked to rank 10 and upgraded on the Mastery tab, Combos improve the experience and fishcakes by 5% per consecutive fish and expire if the fish is
not caught successfully in a certain period of time. CurrenciesOne of the superior aspects of A Girl Adrift is just an abundance of currencies, due to the lack of a better term. Each of them has a certain use and usually does not have many wrong ways to use any of them, but it is good to understand each of them. They are individually very simple, only irresistible when you see them
all at once (which is why many are unlocked gradually). ExperienceMaximum level: 4181A reason is acquired by fishing and raises your level at the bottom of the screen. You don't see the values of the experience directly, but you can see how much a particular fish adds to your level gauge at the bottom of the screen. Firmer fish gives more experience, of course. No spending
experience, it simply automatically accumulates while playing and determines your basic attacking strength (and therefore how fast you can beat a fish with your weapon). FishcakeStorage Maximum: 100nnFishcakes are basically a secondary set of Experience points that you invest in one of your weapons. It is mostly earned from fishing, but the farm also produces Fishcake and
random air droplets float by as well. In general, it is best to spend your fish cake somewhat evenly. Fishcake's weapons level serves as a multiplier at the top of your level, so leveling is still key to addressing the most fish damage. The weapon can go to the same level as your character, and therefore max at 4181. PearlsStorage Maximum: 50,000This is the currency that is
actually most used as a currency; you can buy and upgrade Skins (clothing, parts of the boat, etc.) in various ports. Pearls are earned by a variety of methods, including periodic achievements, completing tasks and selling items dropped by Rare Fish.Pearl values for selling items:Junk (of any kind)2Junk is a useful but extremely low value in stores, don't sell itStick2 PearlsSticks
can be used for several home upgrades as well asTooth necklaceSilver toothWhite scalesCoralSilver TiaraGreen FinBlue crystal thingPurple Crescent45 Pearls15 MasteryFound in the remains of the inscription and laterJunkMinimum Rank: 16Junk is stored in your inventory as an item, but is mainly used for upgrading/making and is therefore a kind of currency. Garbage is made
by fishing with a detector. I'm not really sure how finding Junk works yet, but what you get depends on what area of the sea you're in. The Fishcake and Experience junk awards are equal to the highest level of fish you've caught. Mastery PointsStorage Maximum: Points are used to buy and upgrade Skills, and are earned by visiting special locations, completing Quests, and the
quickest way to get them is by trading beverages at the Alchemy site. NationsStorage Maximum: 3,000Potions complement the downside, buy self-selling tickets and can be traded for Mastery points at Alchemy (this is generally the best way to use them) or traded for Pearls in Alchemy (Auto-Sell tickets are more efficient for Pearls). Beverages increase efficiency by 0.02% each
beverage used up to 100% of the total effect. Once on this cap potions will recover 60 flaws, give 22 mastery or 60 pearls each. Free use of alchemy gives 3 beverages worth pearls / Mastery.Beverages can be obtained by the following methods: Hot Time Login RewardDaily Login RewardWatching the Growth/nation adsBuying IAPQuest rewardsEventsManaMinimum Rank: 6
Maximum storage: 100In no currency like the others, you have a maximum of 100 Flaws and spend it on cast skills. The flaw automatically regenerates by 1 unit per 100 seconds by default, and can also be filled with floating Mana balls floating with parachutes like Fishcakes. The artifact increases Man's recovery rate by 20% per level. Amber StonesMinimum Rank: 22 Maximum
storage: 2 billionAmber Stones fall legendary fish (the amount you can get increases because you are able to do more damage to the legendary fish). Amber Stones is used to upgrade the Altar. The first level of the altar is the most important. Amber Stones can double every legendary fish by watching the ad. Because of the way the Amber Stones are awarded (for every time you
exhaust legendary fish's ever-expanding HP bars), autofish isn't actually significantly less effective at growing the Amber Stones compared to fighting them by hand. Most of the stones will be earned almost immediately, and the longer fight is really just for a fairly smaller amount of accessories. Magic EssenceMinimum Rank: 32 Storage Maximum: 5,000This are made from fishing
(rare) and are used to upgrade Thunderstorms. Thunder Storms level to 8 permanently, significantly increasing the Amber Stones you get from fishing there. By upgrading Rank 8 Thunderstorm you can fight a different Legendary Fish worth even more Amber Stones.You can only upgrade an active thunder, upgrade it so quickly before you fight Legendary Fish, or make sure you
upgrade before you leave or you won't get a second chance until another Legendary appears there. You can see how much Magic Essence you have by tapping the Amber Stone icon at the bottom of the screen. You can also quickly upgrade Legendary Fish directly from the Legendary Fish icon that appears to the right of the screen (the one that takes you to the fish) to upgrade
To Thunderstorm Level 8 even before you get there. DiamondsStorage Maximum: 20,000 One true blue Premium currency in A Girl Adrift is Diamonds. You can only get diamonds by paying for IAPs, getting 20 a day for daily i dovršavanjem dovršavanjem one-time task sets. Once you're done with your tasks, you won't be getting free diamonds over 20 a day anymore.
CurrencyStorage Event Maximum: 2,200Event currencies are earned simply by fishing. To buy each cosmetic item requires a large amount, and the event currency cap is low. You can hold only 2200 currencies despite Skins costing 2000 currencies, so make sure you buy skin as soon as you have enough. If you are idling girl Adrift collect event currency you will want to check
regularly to make sure you are not grinding past the cap. The currency of the event is lost at the end of the event, so spend it! You can always buy drinks even if you have all the unique items. Triangle stuff??? Minimum ranking: 40Info soon? Rank 40+ InfoRank 40 is obviously Majero Spoilerinos and I haven't reached it yet. If you are ranked 40+ and need information, here are two
useful super spoiler filled links:How to play after R40R40 + Data CollectionGrindingWhen the game is not working while the app is closed unlike many empty games, there are still methods that allow you to truly automate grinding in the game. Exactly how you do it depends on what you want. General Overnight Grinding (Experience/Fishcake)The only most important thing to grind
is Auto-Fish. Combined with the fishing speed skill, Auto-Fish will actually automatically catch fish faster than if you had fought it by hand despite being completely in the pan. Using automatic skills also helps a lot, because you can tinker with the speed of fishing as soon as it becomes available, drastically increasing the amount of fish you will catch. While not necessary, higher
levels of auto-fish can help a lot, adding the possibility of auto-fish rare fish, Boss Fish, allowing you to benefit from Combos, and at the maximum level you can turn on the Auto-Fish button that automatically pulls the legendary fish/junk/fish which is a level too high for Auto-Fish.To grinding, make sure you have Auto-Pisces and ideally those other skills, then travel to the fishing
area and throw your line. Leave a line somewhere where you are sure you can beat 100% of the fish that appear (about on or below your level is generally safe). Once you're auto-fishing, you can just leave the game on (don't unsee the screen), put on Ignore mode (moon icons) and reduce the brightness of your phone to a minimum to reduce battery consumption, and leave your
phone on the charger overnight as a game of fishing automatically. You will wake up at a higher level, a lot of fish cake, and maybe more if you use some of the lower specialized grinding methods. Don't forget to grab your hot weather rewards, your daily check-in rewards, pearls of achievement, spend event currency and level your weapon whenever you sign up after grinding.
Pearls GrindingPearls grinding is a more active affair, and can be done most easily after Auto-Voyage lvl 1 is purchased in the Mastery section. The best way is to usually place Auto Voyage only on pearls location on Rarest (first areas with higher-level declines). You're going to Auto-Fish level 4, as well as you can Auto-Fish Rare Fish.Be safely turn off the Detector unless you
also want to catch Junk while you're on it. This is a pretty good way to collect junk, but Junk also fills your inventory faster. Basically the game will car journey between active rare fish spots to collect your items, and eventually once your inventory is full, it will take you to port where you will have to sell things manually. That's why it's more manual than most grinding. If you leave the
game overnight, you'll just end up in port within about an hour and waste the rest of your time. Early on you'll probably want to do some Pearls Grinding because you can't do Amber Stones yet, and Pearls are very valuable early on while there are a lot of cheap Skins to buy. It's also fair to do Pearls Grinding while active and Amber Stones grinding while busy/sleeping/etc. You can
buy Auto-Sell tickets with beverages to make Pearls Grinding truly automated (until it runs out of tickets!), but I'm not sure it's worth it, especially if you have a mastery of buying with beverages, which is how I spend them. There is also a max of 20 Auto Sell tickets so eventually the game will run out and stop anyway. Automatic ticket sales don't run ads when they sell. A softer
type of pearl grinding can only grind overnight in a place that has a rare fish with automatic travel; in this way, your inventory will fill up, but you will not go to the port and so never stop fishing. However, this excludes you from the breeding of the Amber Stones. Mastery GrindingThis isn't actually as automated as any other grinding method, but with level 3 automatic travel you can
automatically move between Mastery locations as their cooling ends. You will need to play minigames manually. Personally, I don't think it's worth it because Alchemy and Black Market are the only places that give good mastery. Generally wasting beverages directly is the best way to get Mastery (and IMO, the best way to wear beverages). Amber Stones GrindingAmber Stone
grinding requires Auto Voyage Level 4, Auto-Fish level 6 and of course the legendary fish/amber stones to be unlocked (Rank 24). To grind you will want to set Auto Voyage only on the Amber Stones and leave it on, and otherwise grind normally overnight. You'll also need to turn on the Auto-Fish button, otherwise you won't pull legendary fish and get stuck on Thunderstorm.This
is generally the best way to grind overnight, as it doesn't really reduce your amount of Experience much and works completely automatically unlike Pearl Grinding. You will wake up with a large amount of EXP, Fishcake and Amber Stones.Event GrindingEvent grinding is no different from generic/amber grinding; Just catch a lot of fish overnight/ until you play. You should simply fill
your full 2,200 event currency spots overnight, earning you at least one event a day if you only grow overnight; just enough to be any one of them can get at least two if you grind day and night and check at least once in the morning and once in the middle of the day / before bedtime. IMO is always worth grinding a little bit more to get event stuff, they are very hard to come by
otherwise, they are fun to have, and they have gameplay bonuses like all other Skins.UpgradesMasteryMastery is used to unlock and upgrade passive skills, which makes it very important. In general you will want to spread your points wide and shallow, unlocking everything, but waiting to pay for the most expensive upgrades until later. Here is a table with the prices of Mastery by
level. It costs an impressive 131,040 Mastery to upgrade everything. Auto FishOu you will occasionally automatically and immediately catch fishLevel 1: Auto-catch Normal FishLevel 2: Shows a notification for fish that can not be automatically caught (Vibration + green N on fish meter). Fish higher than the highest level you invested can't be auto-fishedLevel 3: Combined stack
now applies to auto-fishingLevel 4: Auto-catch Rare FishLevel 5: Auto-catch Boss FishLevel 6: Start Auto-Fish button availableCost by level: 5, 25, 100, 500, 1,000, 1,600Auto VoyageAuto travel to locationsLevel 1: Adds the option Automatic travel, only for pearls initially. This means you will make a car trip to any fishing area that has a rare fish. Rare fish will each drop the item,
so after enough locations your inventory will be full and you will automatically sail to port. You can (but shouldn't) automatically sell by purchasing tickets for automatic sales with beverages. Otherwise, you'll need to sell manually after Auto Voyage takes you to the Harbor.By default you use Rarest First Auto Voyage, which actually takes you first to the top-level areas (which have
the biggest drop in value)Level 2: Adds Proximity First option to Auto Voyage, going to the nearest available place each time significantly reduces travel time in most cases. Level 3: Automatic travel for mastery points option. Travels to Alchemy/Roulette/etc. when Mastery can get, requiring manual intervention to actually play minigames. Options are all separate options, so you
can choose which one to go for. I recommend you leave Mastery. Level 4: Auto Voyage for Amber Stones/Legendary Fish option. The only Car Voyage that keeps getting even without manual intervention! Level 5: Automatic Travel option for bosses. Just useful after rank 40 obviously? Costs: 250, 500, 800, 2,000, 3,000 fishing meter holdersLevel 1: Adds control that limits the
level at which the fishing meter will stop. Longpress to meter, not fishing to customize it. Level 2: Starts the car fish on departure and allows you to buy Auto Sell tickets. It's only useful with Auto Voyage. Automatic sales don't run ads, so don't worry about selling by interrupting your night farming. Costs: 100, 1000Junk StackEnables stack you junk, saving more than one item per
item slot in InventoryGets expensively fast and first half levels are the most critical, so I would recommend after it starts to cost Mastery per levelMax level: 14, total of 15 junks per inventory slotCosts: 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 3,500, 4,000, 4,500, 5,000Upgrade ComboRaises max Combo count from 5, still giving 5% Fishcake/EXP bonus per ComboMax
Level: 10, total of 15 Combos5, 20, 50, 100, 400, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000Detector UpgradeMax level: 10Costs: 25, 50, 100, 200, 250, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000Expand InventoryAdds one inventory tile per levelOne of the most important upgradesMax level: 14, total of 20 slots10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500,
3,000TeleportationReduces Teleportation cost by 2% per levelUnless you're extremely impatient, Teleportation is a really bad way to get around. Use Altars and Home Teleport instead and save the flaw for Skills.Max level: 10, total 20% reduction50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 750, 1,000, 1,500Skill: Increasing fishing speedReduces Fishing speed The increase in defects costs
by 1 per levelMax level: 10, final cost 20 Mana5, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1,400, 2,000, 3,000Skill: Navigation Speed increase UpgradeReduces Navigation Speed Increase flaws costs by 1 per levelMax level: 10, final cost 25 Mana5, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1,400, 2,000, 3,000Skill: World Acceleration UpgradeReduces World Acceleration's flaw costs by 1 per levelMax
level: 10, Final cost 35 Mana5, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1,400, 2,000, 3,000Auto Skill CastingAdds button in skills that will automatically shed skill as soon as you run out if you have enough Flaws (will not consume beverages)Cost : 1,000Skill BoosterAdds button in skills that will temporarily reduce the skill effect for the base by 1.5% in exchange for a reduction in duration by
half. It generally won't pay off unless you really need an extra effect more (for say Junk farming with Boost Navigation) than you need Duration.It's also incredibly expensive so I recommend upgrading very late, but the first two levels are cheapMax Level: 11200, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, 3,000, 3,500, 4,000, 4,500, 5,000Skins Skins are the way A Girl Adrift talks about
cosmetic items such as clothing, boats and guns. Each type of skin gives a permanent bonus (even while not using it) determined by what type of skin it is. You can see your total bonus for a specific skin type on its card in the Skin menu. Fishing RodRaises High Level Fish ChanceHatHairOutfitRaises Rare Fish Success RateBoatStorageSpawns multiple embossed items
(parachute fishcake/mana)LanternHarpoon TurretCannonMachine GunRaises damage machine gunsMagic StoneRaises magical stone damageCatSkin list soon, but you can check this game anyway on the Skin tab. Daily Reward SkinsDaily Award is refreshed daily at Midnight UTC.7 days: Prize Frame14 days: Fish Trophy21 days: Ship50 Day Prize: Red waves dress75 days:
Lady Red100 days: TiaraLocationsSeveral Prize In-game locations can be upgraded, Using Junk.HomeMinimum Rank: 16Home is where it can be upgraded Is. Home is basically a farm that automatically generates a moderate amount of Fishcake. You can create cosmetic furniture items here too with Junk to improve fishcake production and decorate. Keep in the end that just like
Skins, all the furniture you've made here adds a passive bonus even when it's not equipped. For a list of home/farm upgrades, /u/JubileeJones has compiled an impressive table of all the farm upgrade information on Reddit! Unlocking your home also allows you to instantly beam back to the Home no matter where you are for free, but you can only do it once every 30 minutes.
ThunderstormsMagic Essence can be used to upgrade Thunderstorms, although you can only visit them (and so upgrade) when there is a legendary fish catch. Keep that in mind and upgrade thunderstorms before fighting Legendary Fish if you have enough Magic Essence.Cost by level: 50, 75, 113, 169, 254, 380, 570, 855AlchemyAlchemy is one of the best ways to get free
mastery, but you can also get Pearls. Free use gives you three drinks worth of pearls or mastery, for at least 90 pearls/33 mastery and up to 180 pearls/66 mastery each to go. Alchemy is also where most of your initial beverages should go, they turn into Mastery here at a good rate. RouletteRoulette is a pretty bad way to get Mastery, but it's there. Whack-A-MoleWhack A Mole is
just a slightly less bad way to sell Mastery.Black MarketeerYou items to a black marketer every hour to get Mastery. The exact amount varies both on which item you are selling and how generously Black Marketeer feels (indicated % shows)Black Marketeer offers Mastery points equal to the value of pearl + mastery points multiplied by the percentage shown. The dumped dump
yard allows you to build artifacts from Junk. Keep competing that you have to have the full set of necessary junk to build them, unlike most upgrades where you can spend one junk at a time. It's probably best to spend 300 pearls to get 10 random artifact points instead. AltarsAltars are great spooky obelisks that you can offer Amber Stones on to unlock and upgrade various passive
gameplay bonuses. Earn amber stones by fighting the Legendary Fish, which is unlocked just before the first Altar. See the altar upgrade subsea for details on which altar does what and how significant they are. You can beam to any altar immediately free of charge from another altar or home. Fishing areasSimply fishing areas, each fishing area can have a unique rare fish
(indicated by the yellow triangle Fish sign on the map), which respawns after a certain time. Fishing grounds can also have bosses specific to them, so to thrive in A Girl Adrift you will often need to catch a new Boss fish when the Skull icon appears in the fishing area. For a list of rare /boss fish that can be in the area, see the List of Rare/Fish Bosses. Normal fish appear anywhere
regardless of location. HarborsHarbors are a place where you can sell your items and buy new Skins, cosmetic items that add use too much. They are also often important for Quests.NorwayNorway is technically Port, but uniquely has Kovac's Anvil, which you can upgrade your skins for additional passive bonus effects. RankRank is the primary aspect of the game's progress, with
each new Rank unlocking new gaming features, areas, fish, etc. Queues have been erected every Boss Fish catch. New fish bosses are being unveiled following Story Quests. If you take on all your tasks you will always find your way to the bosses, although you may not be able to beat the boss on your first attempt. The rate of rank increase varies slightly; from rank 1 to 25 or so
you will be getting more queues a day. Through the late 20s to early 25s it begins to slow down to rank daily for up to a few days for Rank, even with a large amount of skillful play. In the rank of 35 (due to the effect of Will Altar) you can start to progress a little faster, just a few days by Rank, and then it begins to slow down once more. To see the maximum levels of altars/weapons/
etc. available in each ranking, see this spreadsheet. However, have a hint that it is never in your favour that dawdle is in the lower ranks when you can beat the boss; you should always improve the ranks as soon as possible and so you should almost never have a max ranking of anything (except the altar, which is much easier to max out especially early). Rank UnlocksRank
0Rank 1Busan Harbor, Pearls Currency, Mastery Currency, TokyoRank 2Rank 3Rank 4Alechemy Location, EverestRank 5Harpoon Weapons, SingaporeRank 6 Fishing Speed Skills, Mana currency, BaliRank 7Rank 8Rank 9Roulette Location, TasmaniaRank 10Rank 11Cannon weapons, KilimanjaroRank 12Lusaka Harbor, MadagascarRank 13Navigation Speed skill, Cape
TownRank 14Wack a Mole location, African GulfRank 15Rank 16Athens, Home Location, DetectorRank 17Norway Harbor, Machine Gun Weapon, ParisRank 18Teleportation Skill, DublinRank 19Rank 20World Acceleration Skill, BostonRank 21New York Harbor, St. LouisRank 22Altar of Growth, Amber Stones Currency, Legendary FishRank 23Rank 24Rank 25Altar of Heavy
Blow, Black Marketeer LocationRank 27Rank29Rank 31Imphomus Harbor Remnants of the InscriptionRank 32Rank 33Cat Partner (unlocked after several non-boss tasks)Rank 35Octoland Harbor, Altar of Will, Early Autumn RoadRank 36Rank 40Rank 46AltarsAltars are unlocked in rank 22 and upgraded to the Amber Stones earned by fishing Legendary fish. Keep in mind, for
example, that if you're at the altar or at home, you're free to beam between the Altars in the Amber Stones menu to quickly upgrade the altar of your choice. Altar GrowthUnlocks rank 22. Can max it out to rank 45.Increases Experience earnedMax level 215Altar of AbundanceUnlocks Rank 24. Can max it out at rank 45.Lvl1: Increase fishcakes by 50.81%lvl 2 51.62%lvl3 52.44lvl
11 59.23%Max levels 190Altar heavy blowUnlocks rank 25. Can max it out in rank 46.Increases critical hit rateMax level 255Altar sharpnessUnlocks rank 29th. Can max it out to rank 46.Increases critical damageLvl 1: 45% Cost: 20Lvl 14: 240% cost 41Max 255Altar by Rank 35. Can max it out on a par 46.Max level 255EventsEvents in A Girl Adrift are pretty much by the numbers;
you will earn a special event currency each time you fish (the amount seemingly random per fish), and the currency can be spent on one cosmetic item for each skin type for clothes and parts of the boat. It seems that events last for 2 weeks, so they are short, but long enough to get all the items if you are moderately attentive. Leaving the game in a pan for a few hours with
automatic fishing should easily fill your event currency inventory. Keep in mind that you can (but shouldn't) buy event items Diamonds.Cat Cafe Event! Dates: October 15, 2017 MewHalloween EventDates: 26. Halloween event is live! Collect wax Candy Corn fishing normally and spend it on Halloween skin themes (with the usual gameplay benefits too)! Events in this game are
short, so try to keep up with it and get items as soon as possible. SkinsEvent always cost 2000 currency each. You can buy drinks for 500 each once you run out of skin. Genus: Witch BroomHat: Witch HatHair: Violet WitchOutfit: Halloween FestivalShip: Wicket HollowChest: Black CasketLamp: Deep Night LightCat: Black CatHarpoon: Pumpkin TurretCanon: Pumpkin
CanonMachine Gun: Pumpkin Candy BasketMagic Gem: Pumpkin GhostVIP EventsUd I put this here because I wasn't sure where else, but VIP events aren't really events per se; you just get additional daily bonus coupons (the types you can buy from the store on the Attendance tab). According to the game if you spend more than $10 on A Girl Adrift IAP in store and send a
payment receipt to [email protected], you will receive VIP coupons sent twice a month. If you have any further information about it let me know, I haven't spent a total of $10 yet. FishNormal FishNormal Fish is added to the entire sea on a certain act. I don't know most of the early lines yet because I haven't followed. The time of day also seems to affect which fish you get. Starfish
R0Anchovy R0Mackerel R0Halibut R3Monkfish R3Sea Anemone R4Tuna R5Conch R6Shrimp R8Rockfish R9Characin R10Mozambique TilaPija R11Catfish R13Mussel R14Clam R15Goldfish R17Lobster R18Sea Urchin R20H Aawaiian R21Sting RaySilver Warehou Bloodstream CarpCobalt Ladder R30Pumpkin Want R31Sugar Spirit R33Ice More Bream R35Yellow Mellow
R36Blugo R38Waffle &amp; Machine R39Bubble Bell R40Roquid R41Distant Sea Jellyfish R42Rare Fish &amp; Boss Fish ListEach location has several unique fish: Boss Fish and Rare Fish that will appear only after boss fish has been beaten at least once. Rare and Boss fish will always drop an item for you to sell. Boss Fish meets for the first time at a specific Quest and
location, and from there it can be found as rare encounters (when the Yellow Sign appears) in that same area. Rare fish are found in the same way, as the appearance of yellow signs after Boss Fish is defeated. Rare fish will be more common than Boss Fish at Yellow Signs.If you fail to catch a Rare or Boss Fish it't despawn you successfully catch it. The The Fish Rate Increase
buff that Outfit Skins both give you reduce respawn time for rare fish locations and also give you a greater chance of meeting Boss Fish instead of rare fish, meaning better items. Rare/ Boss fish drops look random, but the higher the ranking area in which they were found, the more likely they are to be expensive. Spoilers begin shortly after Panama.Seoul Rare: Grass
MackerelBoss: TaiyakingTokyoRare: Dumpling FishBoss: Sushi SharkHokkaidoRare: Cherry Blossom CarpBoss: TakoyakiHong KongRare: Old BootsBoss: Pine TurtleEverestRare: Sumie CarpBoss: Butter squidSingaporeRare: Soy TubeBoss: King CrabBaliRare: SunfishBoss: Angelic MeduzaUluruRare: PineyBoss: Sting SawrayAucklandRare: Doctor BlackBoss: Little
PenguinTasmaniaRare: Grass Sea DragonBoss: Sea DragonMumbaiRare: SwimgemBoss: Sea CorbraKilimanjaroRare: Coral ReefBoss: Rock EaterMadagaskarRare: WatercornBoss: Voodoo FishCape TownRare: GazelleBoss: Totem FishAfrican GulfRare: DiscusBoss: WarriorCairoRare: Sea SwallowBoss: Mjolnir SharkAthensRare: AxolotlBoss: Viking ShellParisDublinRare:
Golden TurtleBoss: Ice SharkIcelandRare: GothfishBoss: TridentBostonRare: Sardine PieBoss: Haunted shipSt. LouisRare: HotdogBoss: HamburgtleFloridaRare: CorntopusBoss: UnirogGrand CanyonRare: IronheadBoss: SuperballSan FranciscoRare: GeneralfishBoss: Skull SquidPanamaRare: Ghost FishBoss: Dark AmmoniteMachu PicchuRare: FootballfishBoss: Dead
CageRio de JaneroRare: WaxyBoss: Evil BlowfishWarning things become spoilery beyond ye point! EasterRare: PlesiosaurusBoss: Deep OneR'lyehRare: Thorn CrabBoss: Qthulhu Inscription RemainsRare: Flower LillyBoss: BitedogRuinsRare: Cookie FishBoss: Pumpkin WhaleLonely PierRar Pinky PeaceBoss: VenomTrucidatorRare: Fish GakeBoss: RampleyNostraRare: Magic
BroomBoss: DamusEarly Autumn RoadRare: Last LeafBoss: Baked YamRefrigerated IslandRare: Shellfish LadyBoss: Ice BreederIce WallRare: G-ForceBoss: Mega Hot King CrabCenter of AltarRare: Sun FishBoss: GuardianSomething Met Once, After That You'll Only Get Sun FishPower PlantBoss: Ocean King No More Rare Fish Outside hereHibernation RoomIsolated
PrisonAltar Construction LabSwimming Spagetti MonsterSecret Archive R44Energy Absorber R45Cradle R46Legendary FishLegendary Fish Alsogendary Pisces only fought on Thunderstorm. The legends are unlocked with special stones that are randomly thrown away after fishing for normal fish, and you will get a notification when it is ready. In addition, Auto Voyage can be set
to immediately refer to a corresponding thunderstorm. Legendary fish are vital because they drop the Amber Stones needed to level the Altar for their various strengths. Fighting legendary fish is mostly like any other fish. They will always start at the lowest level you can possibly fish up and they have countless health bars. Their health plates go backwards, and you earn Amber
while filling the bars, and each bar has more and more health. The fight always ends which timer reaches the right side of the health bar, bar, attacks of legendary fish will reduce the remaining time; Tap Notes/Rocks to stop the attacks. The attacks have no effect on you other than reducing the timer. You can also quickly upgrade Legendary Fish directly from the Legendary Fish
icon that appears to the right of the screen (the one that takes you to the fish) to upgrade To Thunderstorm Level 8 even before you get there. Margarglés'um Most of the time you will fight Margarglés' um, the giant harp mermaid. It records musical notes at slow intervals that you have to touch, otherwise it will reduce the time when you can fight it if they hit your boat. It is best to
eavesdrop on them immediately after spawning because they will remain in place for a few moments. Und'avalenaA another Legendary fish worthy of more Amber Stones can contend in a rank of 25 and above by overfilling Thunderstorm by levelling after 8 (it will return to 8 after the fight). Level one costs 250 Amber Stones, and you can only pay the storm's prohibitive price just
before fishing, not after. A kind of rocker with a cute Treasure Whale and a sound stage, Und'avalen drops large amounts of yellow gems on you that need to be tapped or you'll lose time. She plays something like a mobile Guitar Hero stage and is harder to block perfectly, but gives more to Amber Stones as a whole. I usually touch three fingers like a piano to make it easier to get
to the rocks all over the screen. Coupon codesCoupons are only Android. Enter them in menu &gt; enter coupon code to get free rewards. A Girl Adrift developers seem to have a new one every week or so. Subreddit better tracks new coupon codes than I do, see the latest codes here. AddendumVery in depth damage/health/HP formulasSpreadsheets with charts derived from
above info Subreddit dedicated to questions, tutorials and game informationCommon Questions thread on the SubRedditWhich Purchases is the most worth it? My AbyssRium guide, a comprehensive guide to a similar fish-centron gameCosmetic Skin Set Demonstrations by /u/Router26Bugs Exp rate Home/farm upgrades do literally nothing. Increasing the rate of fishcake is used
instead to increase fishcake and experience. So ignore exp rate upgrades and focus on Fishcake instead. The game will rarely collapse after a fight with the legendary fish. The first fight after opening A Girl Adrift after closing the app will briefly carry less than half the damage you should. Looks like he came back after a fight or something. CreditsThanks on /r/AGirlAdrift subreddit
in general to collect a lot of information! Thanks a lot for /u/Tymex123s and /u/Router26 for helping me complete the fish list! Resush SirTapTap and these patreon guides and articles! Patreon, patrian!
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